An 89-year-old woman who had undergone placement of multiple uncovered biliary metal stents (Wallstent; Boston Scientific, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) over the previous 10 years for an indeterminate distal common bile duct (CBD) stricture was referred to us for an attempt at removal of the stents. She had recently been undergoing monthly sessions of endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) to clean the stents as treatment of recurrent cholangitis.

A computed tomography (CT) scan demonstrated the severely dilated biliary tree with multiple self-expandable metal stents (SEMSs) in the distal CBD. During ERCP, a large amount of food debris and tissue ingrowth was noted. The debris was removed by vigorous irrigation with sterile water. The distal ends of the stents (those nearest the ampulla) were embedded in the CBD wall and ampulla. The ingrown tissue was ablated by multipolar electrocoagulation (MPEC) with a 7-Fr probe. The innermost stent was grasped just above its distal end and gently extracted using a combination of a rat-tooth forceps and snare. The sequence of tissue ablation followed by stent extraction was repeated from the innermost to the outermost stent. The last stent to be removed was deeply embedded at its distal end and required removal by eversion (the proximal end was grasped with a rat-tooth forceps and pulled down through the center of the stent, thereby evert ing the stent and “peeling” it off the CBD wall).

The removal of all seven intact stents was achieved in one session (Fig. 1 and Video 1). Balloon-assisted cholangioscopy with a diagnostic gastroscope confirmed that the entire duct had been cleared atraumatically. A single residual, small embedded metal filament was noted and removed using a biopsy forceps. No complications occurred. The patient remained asymptomatic at 2 months.

Uncovered SEMS are contraindicated in benign biliary strictures and in those patients whose life-expectancy is good; this is because of the eventual failure of the stent due to the penetration of the submucosa by the mesh with resultant mucosal hyperplasia and tissue ingrowth [1]. Previous reports have described the removal of mainly single uncovered SEMS, with fragile Wallstents often removed by piecemeal extraction of wire filaments [2–6]. Use of a covered SEMS to decrease tissue ingrowth and facilitate removal of uncovered SEMS has also been reported [6].

We describe a new technique whereby seven SEMS, all but one uncovered, were removed intact in a single session. Ingrown tissue was ablated with MPEC rather than argon plasma coagulation to avoid damage to and disintegration of the SEMS, which would have required laborious piecemeal removal. The stents were grasped in a way that avoided any fraying of the distal struts of the Wallstents, which thereby maintained their integrity during extraction. The outermost stent required eversion for intact extraction because of the degree to which it had become embedded.

Fig. 1 The seven metal stents that were removed intact from the bile duct in a single endoscopic session. uBWS, uncovered biliary Wallstent; uBWF, uncovered biliary Wallflex; fcBWF, fully covered biliary Wallflex; uDWS, uncovered duodenal Wallstent.
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Fig. 2  Fluoroscopic view of the biliary tree: a before removal of the multiple metal biliary stents (arrow indicates the multiple stents in the common bile duct); b after complete removal of the multiple metal biliary stents (arrow indicates the air cholangiogram).